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BOOK REVIEW

Dutch and Flemish Newspapers of the Seventeenth Century, 1618–1700, by Arthur de
Weduwen, Leiden, Brill, 2017, 2 vols, xvii, 1540 pp., ill., €350, ISBN: 9789004317314

The bibliography of newspapers, long the poor relation, is taking a while to find its feet. These
two vast volumes mark a great step forward. They offer on the one hand an account of the news-
paper trade in the Dutch Republic and in the Hapsburg Southern Netherlands, and on the other
a detailed bibliography of these publications down to 1700.

It is generally believed today that the first printed newspaper appeared at Strassburg in
1605, although the extreme rarity of all such materials makes it difficult to be certain. As
Folke Dahl related almost eighty years ago, the first from Amsterdam appeared only in
1618, the Courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt &c., a weekly produced by Caspar van Hilten
and partly at least inspired by the Thirty Years War. The early papers sat alongside manu-
script newsletters, some privately commissioned and others produced more commercially.
The Amsterdam trade saw several competing printed newspapers, all feeding from, and
contributing to, this international information centre, until in 1656 newspaper activity
shifted to nearby Haarlem, where what became the Oprechte Haerlemse Courant came to
dominate the Dutch market. Amsterdam’s regularization of the market in the 1640s was lit-
tle help to the city’s printers and publishers.

Arthur de Weduwen, based in St Andrews, has identified over sixteen thousand issues,
found in eighty-four libraries in thirteen countries. The statistics alone speak of an
immense amount of industry by him and his colleagues, but a glance at his bibliography
also makes clear the further problem: not so much of survival as of loss. The Oprechte
Haerlemse Courant passed through several different titles before settling down to the one
by which it became most widely established. Scarcely any copies are known of its earlier
title, Weeckelycke Courante van Europa, and hardly anything survives among the various
subsequent changes of title. The history of early newspapers is characterized as much by
gaps as by what can be found in libraries and archives today. For the history of reading,
the history of printing and publishing, the history of commerce and communication, and
what we gather under the umbrella of the history of the book, these are lessons often still
to be unravelled.

He organizes his bibliography by place, and lists each issue of each title separately, including
the many of which no copy is known but for which a number has been created in the Universal
Short Title Catalogue. This kind of detailed listing, issue by issue, is the only method useful for
early periodical publications; it was employed, for example, by Carolyn Nelson and Matthew Sec-
combe in their list of British Newspapers and Periodicals, 1641–1700 (1987), though they listed
only what has survived.

A long introduction offers much that is relevant to the study of newspaper history far
beyond the Low Countries. His focus in the bibliography on Dutch and Flemish titles
means that there is less sense of the international readership for French, English, and other
languages, an especially important feature in cosmopolitan cities such as Amsterdam. Nor
is he very much interested in most aspects of developments in page designs that became so
distinctive a feature of newspapers. But he is generous in other ways, and his long intro-
duction, a book in itself, will be essential reading for people whose interests lie far beyond
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newspapers or the Low Countries. His specimen translations of the contents of four issues
between 1623 and 1692 will also be much welcomed by people whose Dutch is weak, but
who need to know the range of interests, minor or major, of these foundations of European
politics, trade and sheer gossip.
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